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Vehicle refueling with limited resources ∗

Murat Fırat † C.A.J. Hurkens ‡ Gerhard J. Woeginger §

Abstract

This paper deals with a vehicle refueling problem in which the vehicle travels on a fixed
route of successive stations. There are upper bounds for the available fuel amounts at
stations and in each piece of the travel tank capacity may vary. Fuel prices vary from one
station to another and the main goal is to complete the route with least cost. This problem
corresponds to non-stationary inventory-capacitated lot sizing problem. We propose an
O(n log n) time algorithm for this vehicle refueling problem.

1 Introduction

In our vehicle refueling problem, there is a fixed route on which a series of fuel stations are
located. Various amounts of fuel are needed between successive stations. At the stations, limited
amounts of fuel can be bought with varying prices. The capacity of the fuel tank may also vary
between adjacent fuel stations. The main goal is to reach the final destination with cheapest
cost of fuel. The vehicle refueling problem corresponds to an inventory-capacitated lot-sizing
problem with zero setup costs, zero inventory holding costs, linear cost functions for production,
and non-stationery inventory capacity. The movements of the vehicle between adjacent stations
correspond to stages in time and the fuel is the commodity in demand for each stage. The
fuel available at stations corresponds to production capacities and the fuel carried in the tank
corresponds to keeping some commodity stock for later demands.

Lin et al. (2007) studied a special case of our problem in which the tank level is fixed (i.e.
stationary inventory level) and fuel at stations is unlimited. The authors proposed a linear time
greedy algorithm. In the algorithm, the tank is filled at a station if the fuel price is cheapest in
its neighborhood, otherwise refueling is done in necessary amounts to reach cheaper stations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main ingradients of the vehicle
refueling problem. In section 3, we metion two algorithms to solve the vehicle refueling problem.
First one is the min-cost flow algorithm and the second one is “vehicle refueling algorithm”. Some
more notation is introduced in Section 4 for the optimality analysis of our algorithm. Finally,
in Section 5 we prove the optimality of our algorithm.
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2 Problem Description and Notation

In our problem, a vehicle makes a route visiting several cities in a fixed order, from city 1
to city n. In each city, there is a fuel station. We are given the set S = {1, . . . , n} including
the fuel stations of all cities. We assume that the vehicle starts its travel with an initial fuel
u0 in city 1. The distances between cities, or stations, are specified in terms of the necessary
fuel amounts. We are given di and Ti denoting respectively the distance and the vehicle tank
capacity between stations i and i + 1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. At the station i, the fuel price is
pi ≥ 0 and the upper bound for fuel amount is Ui. In our analysis, without loss of generality, all
ties in fuel prices are broken by station indices in the way that the earlier station has the lower
price. Let us call this convention tie-free fuel prices. Obviously, we are not interested in pn
and Un, hence we will exclude the index n from the set S. Let X be a solution to our problem
which specifies the refueling amount xi at station i. The value of the solution X, denoted by
f(X), is defined as f(X) =

∑n−1
i=1 xipi. The objective of the vehicle refueling problem is to find

a solution with smallest solution value.

3 Optimal vehicle refueling

3.1 Vehicle refueling with unlimited resources

The vehicle refueling problem with a fixed tank capacity T being less than or equal to Ui for
all i can be solved in linear time by a greedy algorithm of Lin et al. (2007).

3.2 Solving vehicle refueling problem via min-cost flow algorithm

The problem with general arbitrary tank capacities and arbitrary fuel upper bounds can be
solved optimally using a min-cost flow algorithm in time O(n2 log(

∑
i di) log(npmax))) (Ahuja

et al. 1993). Note that this running time is not strongly polynomial because of the logarithm
terms. In this paper, we give an O(n log n)-time algorithm solving the general vehicle refueling
problem optimally.

3.3 Vehicle refueling algorithm

In our algorithm, the main idea is to keep the maximum amount of cheapest encountered
fuel in the tank tentatively. It is assumed that the fuel from every station is kept separately in
the tank. Whenever the vehicle arrives at a station, then refueling is done in the following way:
First, all available fuel from the current station is considered. Second, if the fuel amount left in
the tank from earlier stations plus the fuel amount from current station is more than the tank
capacity, then the excess fuel is removed starting with the most expensive one. Having removed
the excess, the distance to the next station is traveled with the cheapest fuel in the tank. The
refueling decision is repeated at every station until the vehicle arrives at the destination. Finally
all fuel in the tank is removed when the vehicle is at the destination.

Table 1 shows the parameters and the variables used in the algorithm. Note that we assume
all parameters to be integers. This is convenient for our notation but is not strictly necessary
for the algorithm.In the algorithm, if the subset of stations L is stored in binary heaps, then
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Table 1: Sets, indices, parameters, and variables
Sets S set of stations, S = {1, . . . , n− 1}
Indices i, j, k, l station index, i, j, k, l ∈ S
Parameters pi ∈ R+, fuel price at station

Ui ∈ Z+, upper bound for fuel amount at station
Ti ∈ Z+,tank capacity between stations i and i+ 1
di ∈ Z+,distance between stations i and i+ 1

Variables ai currently available fuel amount from i ∈ S, initialized as min{Ui, Ti}
xi amount of purchased fuel from station i

inserting a station by respecting price order can be done in O(log n). The running time of the
algorithm is O(n log n) , since it runs through all stations.

Algorithm 1: Refueling Algorithm
Initialization
a0 ← u0;
L← {0};
for j = 1 to n-1 do
xj ← 0;
aj ← min{Uj , Tj};

end for
i← 1;

MAIN LOOP
while i < n do
L← L ∪ {i};
RemoveExcess(L, Ti);
Purchase(L, di);
i← i+ 1;

end while

RemoveExcess(L,T)
aT ←

∑
i∈L ai;

while aT > T do
k ←MostExpensive(L);
if ak > aT − T then
ak ← ak − (aT − T );

else
L← L \ {k};

end if
aT ←

∑
i∈L ai;

end while

Purchase(L,d)
p = d;
while p > 0 and L 6= ∅ do
k ← Cheapest(L);
if ak > p then
ak ← ak − p;
xk ← xk + p;
p← 0;

else
p← p− ak;
xk ← xk + ak;
L← L \ {k};

end if
end while
if p > 0 then
OUTPUT : Infeasibility!

end if

4 Some more Notation for the analysis

4.1 Notation in general

The distance between the start point of the route and the station i is denoted by d1−i for
all i ∈ S and is found by d1−i =

∑
j<i dj . Similarly, di−k =

∑k−1
j=i dj , for i ≤ j, denotes the

distance between stations i and k.

Definition 1 A point on the route at which the vehicle has integral cumulative fuel consumption
is called a “checkpoint”. The set of all checkpoints is C = {1, . . . , d1−n − 1}.

Note that the start point route, the end point of the route, and all fuel stations are at the
checkpoints, since the distances, tank capacities, and upper bounds for fuel amounts are positive
integers.
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Definition 2 The distance between two consecutive checkpoints, say d and d+1, is called “dis-
tance unit” d. In a distance unit, the vehicle consumes one unit amount of fuel, this is one liter
in our problem. The set of all distance units is D = {1, . . . , d1−n − 1}.

Fuel amount in the tank after arrival: The fuel amount in the tank when the vehicle arrives
at station i is denoted by α(i). For example, we have α(1) = u0 at the first station. In our
analysis, the fuel amounts from different stations will be handled seperately in the tank. So if
a subscript is used, for example α<pj (i) or α=pj (i), this will tell us the amount of the fuel in
the tank with price less than pj or equal to pj for respective examples. In any solution of the
vehicle refueling problem, the relation between α values of stations is given in (1).

α(i) = α(j) +

i−1∑
k=j

xk − dj−i (1)

Note that, in our analysis of the refueling algorithm, the tentatively carried fuel will also be
considered, therefore in the next section we will specify the corresponding relation in the next
subsection.

Throughout all our analysis, X will denote the solution of the vehicle refueling with refueling
amounts xi and X ′ will denote any solution with refueling amounts x′i for all i ∈ S. Note that
a refueling at station i ∈ S cannot be greater than min{Ui, Ti}.

4.2 Notation for the solutions of refueling algorithm

In the refueling algorithm, some fuel is removed as excess, if at a station the total amount
of fuel under consideration is more than the tank capacity.

The refueling algorithm first removes the fuel with highest price in the tank. If the whole
amount of the most expensive fuel is removed and if there is still some excess, then the second
most expensive is considered to be removed. This continues until all excess is removed. The
information of how much fuel from a certain station is removed at a later station is provided by
the removal function.

Excess removal function: Let us define r : S × S 7→ Z. The function value r(i, j) for any
i ∈ S and j ≤ i denotes the amount of fuel from station j removed at station i. For j > i, we
define r(i, j) = 0.

For the simplicity in notation let r(i,≤ i) =
∑i

j=1 r(i, j), r(< k, i) =
∑k−1

j=i r(j, i), and
r(S, j)=

∑
s∈S r(s, j).

The total removal amount of fuel at station i is given in (2).

r(i,≤ i) = (α(i) + min{Ui, Ti} − Ti)+ (2)

The refueling amounts of the refueling algorithm in terms of removals and available fuel
amounts are given in (3). Note that the composition of the removed fuel is determined by
choosing the most expensive one first.

xj = min{Uj , Tj} − r(≥ j, j) (3)

Next, for the analysis of the refueling algorithm, we give the relation between α values with
fuel removals in (4). Instead of refueling amounts in (1), differences between maximum available
fuel amount and removed fuel amount is in the equation.
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α(i) = α(j) +
i−1∑
k=j

(min{Uk, Tk} − r(< i, k))− dj−i (4)

Observation 3 Let i, j ∈ S such that j ≤ i and pi < pj. If at station i some fuel is removed
as excess, then the vehicle leaves station i with full tank and all fuel in the tank has price less
than or equal to pk for any k with r(i, k) > 0.

Proposition 4 (Last removal property)
Let i ∈ S be a station such that for j ∈ S, if r(i, j) > 0, then we have r(> i, j) = 0 and let

j = min{k ∈ S|r(i, k) > 0}. One has the following relation:

dj−i + Ti = α(j) +

i∑
k=j

xk (5)

Proof. First of all, the total amount of fuel removal at station i is expressed as follows:

r(i,≤ i) = α(i) + min{Ui, Ti} − Ti (6)

Note that α(i) can be written in terms of α(j) and partially consumed fuel amounts using
the relation in (4). So we obtain the following equality:

r(i,≤ i) = α(j) +
i−1∑
k=j

(min{Uk, Tk} − r(< i, k))− dj−i +min{Ui, Ti} − Ti (7)

Moreover r(i,≤ i) = r(i,≥ j) due to definition of j. It is also true that r(≤ i, k) = r(≥ k, k)
for all k ≤ i, since removals at station i are last removals. Finally, we get the desired equation
as in (8) by rearranging the equation is (7).

dj−i + Ti = α(j) +

i∑
k=j

(min{Uk, Tk} − r(≥ k, k)) = α(j) +

i∑
k=j

xk (8)

�

4.3 The allocation algorithm

The allocation algorithm takes any solution as input and generates an allocation of unit fuel
amounts, liters in our case, to distance units. to the refueling algorithm, the allocation algorithm
assumes that every liter of fuel is kept in vehicle tank without getting mixed each other. At
every checkpoint, the cheapest liter of fuel (in the tank) is chosen to travel until next checkpoint.
The allocation algorithm is the same type algorithm as the refueling algorithm. However, they
differ in input type, the former one takes refueling amounts whereas the latter one considers all
available fuel and removes as excess whenever necessary. In both algorithms the cheapest fuel
has the highest priority and is either purchased or allocated first. Finally, when the allocation
algorithm terminates, all fuel liters used for traveling the route are allocated to distance units
one by one.
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Algorithm 2: Allocation Algorithm ¸

Initialization
a0 ← u0 (initial fuel);
L← {0};
for j = 1 to n− 1 do
aj ← xj ;
for k = 1 to xj do
δ(j, k)← −1;

end for
end for
i← 1;

MAIN LOOP
while i < n do
L← L ∪ {i};
d← 1;
while d ≤ di do

Allocate(L, d, i);
d← d+ 1;

end while
i← i+ 1;

end while

Allocate(L,d,i)
d = d0−i + d− 1;
k ← Cheapest(L);
ak ← ak − 1;
δ(k, xk − ak)← d;
π(d)← pk;
if ak = 0 then
L← L \ {k};

end if

A solution X is given as input with refueling values xi for all i ∈ S and the allocation
algorithm delivers two function values corresponding to that solution. These functions are
“distance unit function” and “fuel price function”.

Distance unit function: Let δ : S×Z+ → D. The function value δ(i, j), for some i ∈ S and
j ∈ {1, . . . , xi}, is the distance unit traveled with the jth liter of fuel purchased from station i.

Fuel price function: Let π : D → Z. The function value π(d) for any d ∈ D is the price of
the fuel with which the distance unit d is traveled. By definition, it follows that π(δ(i, j)) = pi
for some i ∈ S and 1 ≤ j ≤ xi.

In the allocation algorithm, cheaper fuel has higher priority in allocating fuel amounts to
distance units. Due to this property, we have the following observations about some cases and
their effects in function values of π and δ.

Observation 5 (Increase in π) If pi = π(d − 1) < π(d) for distance unit d ∈ D and station
i ∈ S, one has d− 1 = δ(i, xi).

Observation 6 (Cheapest fuel first) The allocation algorithm first assigns the cheapest fuel in
the tank. Hence successive π values are non-decreasing, unless the vehicle arrives at a cheap
station. Let l = max{s ∈ S|r(s, i) > 0}. The following ineaqulity implies that as long as fuel
from station i is in the tank, the fuel consumption cannot be more expensive than pi:

π(d◦) ≤ pi, d1−i ≤ d◦ ≤ max{δ(i, xi), d1−l} (9)

Observation 7 (Late start and delaying stations)
Let i ∈ S with xi > 0 and let S∗(X, i) = {s ∈ S|d1−i < d1−s < δ(i, 1), ps ≤ pi}.And one has

the following relations:

α<pi(i) +
∑

k∈S∗(i)

xk = δ(i, 1)− d1−i (10)

π(d◦) < pi, d1−i ≤ d◦ < δ(i, 1) (11)

Definition 8 S∗(X, i) in Observation 7 is called the set of delaying stations of station i in
solution X.
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Observation 9 (Inner stations) This observation is only for the solutions of the refueling algo-
rithm. Let i, j ∈ S, j < i, and pi < pj. If some fuel from station j exists in the tank at distance
unit d1−i, then the refueling xi is maximum such that xi = Ui < Ti. Station i is called “inner
station” of station j.

5 Correctness of Refueling Algorithm

Our main result is that X consumes cheaper or equal price fuel in every distance unit com-
pared to solution X ′. The optimality of the refueling algorithm follows this result immediately.

Lemma 10 In every distance unit of the route, the price of the fuel consumed by X is less than
or equal to the price of the fuel consumed by X ′. So π(d) ≤ π′(d), for all d ∈ D.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the distance units. For d=1, we have π(1) = 0 if u0 > 0
and π(1) = p1 otherwise. So π(1) ≤ π′(1) is satisfied both cases.

Let d ∈ D and d > 1. By assuming π(d◦) ≤ π′(d◦) for d◦ ≤ d− 1, we suppose π′(d) < π(d)
to the contrary .

Let d − 1 = δ(i, h), for some i ∈ S and 1 ≤ h ≤ xi, and d = δ(j, l) = δ′(k,m) , for some
j, k ∈ S and 1 ≤ l ≤ xj , 1 ≤ m ≤ x′k. Then we have the following inequalities:

pi = π(d− 1) ≤ π′(d− 1) ≤ π′(d) = pk < π(d) = pj (12)

Among above inequalities, the leftmost one is due to the induction hypothesis, the middle
one is due to cheapest first rule, and the rightmost one is what we supposed to the contrary.

Note that, the increase π(d− 1) < π(d) in (12) results in h = xi by Observation 5.
Now let us define S0 = {s ∈ S|d1−k < d1−s < d, ps ≤ pk}. Next, the total fuel purchase

of X ′ after station k until distance unit d is given in (13). Note that using this fuel amount
solution X ′ travels from station k to the ditance unit d.

α′≤pk(k) +
∑
t∈S0

x′t + x′k (13)

Let us define S2 = (S0 \ S∗(X ′, i)) ∪ {k}. Now let us consider the late start of solution X ′

of fuel from station k (Observation 7). By induction hypothesis, X also uses fuel cheaper than
pk. This implies the following inequality:

α′<pk(k) +
∑

t∈S∗(X′,k)

x′t ≤ α<pk(k) +
∑

t∈S∗(X′,k)

xt (14)

Case: Maximum fuel consumption in S2.
For this case, one has the following relations that lead to a contradiction.

d ≤ d1−k + α′<pk(k) +
∑

t∈S∗(X′,k) x
′
t +

∑
t∈S2

x′t
≤ d1−k + α<pk(k) +

∑
t∈S∗(X′,k) xt +

∑
t∈S2

min{Ut, Tt}
= d-1
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Note that, above, the first inequality is due to fact that X ′ reaches at least d with the fuel
purchase in the right side. The second inequality is due to the relation in (14) and maximum
fuel consumption of X in S2. Last equality tells us that X reaches distance unit d− 1 using the
previous fuel purchase.

Case: Partial fuel consumption in S2.
First of all, let S3 = {s ∈ S2|xs < min{Us, Ts}}. Assume that there exists a station s ∈ S3

for which s > j is true. Due to the relations ps < pj and d1−j < d1−s < d = δ(j, l), Observation
9 implies that xs = Us. This contradicts the fact s ∈ S3. So for all s ∈ S3, we have s < j.

Note that r(≥ s, s) > 0 for every s ∈ S3 by definition. Assume that there exists a removal
r(t, s) > 0 for s ∈ S3 and t > j. In the refueling algortihm the most expensive fuel is removed
first. Removal r(t, s) cannot be at a station z such that d1−j < d1−z < d = δ(j, l), otherwise
fuel j would have been finished first. So all removals from S3 are at an earlier station than j
and there must be a last removal station.

Let r(κ, s) be the last fuel removal from S3 and let S>κ = {s ∈ S0|s > κ}. We have shown
that κ < j. Note that xt = min{Ut, Tt} for all t ∈ S>κ. By last removal property, in Proposition
4, for station ρ = min{s ∈ S|r(κ, s) > 0} we have α(ρ) +

∑κ
t=ρ xt = dρ−κ + Tκ. We also know

that π(d◦) ≤ pρ(≤ pk) for d1−ρ ≤ d◦ ≤ d1−κ by (9).

d ≤ d1−k + α′<pk(k) +
∑

t∈S0
x′t + x′k

= d1−ρ + dρ−κ + α′≤pk(κ) +
∑

t∈S>κ x
′
t

≤ d1−ρ + dρ−κ + Tκ +
∑

t∈S>κ min{Ut, Tt}
= d1−ρ + α(ρ) +

∑κ
t=ρ xt +

∑
t∈S>κ min{Ut, Tt}

= d1−ρ + α(ρ) +
∑κ

t=ρ xt +
∑

t∈S>κ xt

= d1−k + α<pk(k) +
∑

t∈S0
xt

= d-1

The above contradiction completes the proof.�
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